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Fig. 2. (a) The grating is cut into small fragments and
placed, with random orientation, in a slide frame. (b) A
“coarse” version of the fragmented grating in Fig. 2(a);
a smaller number of fragments has been used. These
have larger dimensions and cover the same area of the
previous experiment.

physics (which also have a huge number of technical
and practical applications), we present in this paper
some simple and inexpensive optical experiments
analogous to the Debye-Scherrer and Laue diffraction
of x-rays and electrons.2
As a first step, we consider the diffraction pattern
obtained with a two-dimensional optical grating.3
Such a device can be seen as a series of regularly spaced
scattering centers, just as in the case of atoms in a
plane within a perfect crystal. Thus, an incident laser
beam will be diffracted in a way that depends on the
lattice geometry and the wavelength of the light4 (see
Fig. 1).
For our second step, we cut this same (plastic) grating into small pieces (for instance, squares measuring
about 2 mm on a side). These pieces are then distributed randomly and framed as shown in Fig. 2. The
incident laser beam is expanded by means of a lens
110

Fig. 3. The laser beam of Fig. 1 is diffracted (a) by the
uncut grating and (b) from the fragments shown in
Fig. 2(a). Rings due to a Debye-Scherrer condition are
clearly visible in the photograph. When the figures are
superimposed, the diffraction spots fall on the DebyeScherrer rings.

so that it can intercept a large number of the grating
fragments.
One then observes diffraction rings similar to those
obtained in x-ray and electron diffraction experiments
since the grating pieces provide a fair simulation of
the randomly distributed structure of polycrystals in a
powder sample (see Fig. 3).
It is important for students to notice that if a twodimensional (intact) grating is rotated while illuminated by the laser beam, the diffracted light beams
also rotate, tracing out circles on the observing screen.
The rings superimpose perfectly on those obtained
with the cut-up grating (Fig. 4).
The diffraction rings are defined by several bright
spots, each of which is due to the diffraction from a
single piece of the grating. This can also be shown by
using a sample that has a smaller number of grating
pieces (see Fig. 5). The contributions to the overall
The Physics Teacher ◆ Vol. 46, February 2008
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Fig. 4. The grating of Fig. 1 is slowly rotated by hand
about the laser beam while the camera shutter is left
open. The rotation of diffraction spots leads to rings corresponding to those obtained with the cut-up grating.

Fig. 5. Diffraction pattern obtained with the cut-up grating shown in Fig 2(b). Single diffraction spots are clearly
visible.

diffraction pattern from single pieces of the grating
may be seen—the rings are now clearly made up of
discrete spots rather than continuous lines. This is
because the small number of grating fragments can
have only a relatively small number of different orientations.
Real polycrystals behave quite similarly. Actual
crystallites in a polycrystalline sample can have quite
large dimensions (100 Å - 500 Å).5 If the sample used
in the x-ray powder diffraction experiment contains
relatively large grains, the diffraction rings can appear
somewhat speckled. In order to obtain more uniform
diffraction rings in an actual Debye-Scherrer measurement, the sample is rotated as the photographic exposure is made.
In Fig. 6 we show results of similar experiments using a low-power green laser (5 mW, l = 0.532 mm).
Note that the diffraction spots are closer together (and
the associated rings have smaller radii) than those obtained using red light.

termine the lattice spacing from the radius of the first
diffraction ring and the distance between the grating
sample and the screen. We write nl= d sin q, where d
is the grating spacing, and q is the angle between the
central beam and one of the rays forming the first ring
(see Fig. 7).5 Calling the radius of the first diffraction
ring R and the distance between the screen and the
grating L, we can use the small angle approximation
to write sin q @ R/L so that the above equation becomes d @ lL/R.
In the case of our green laser, we had R = 0.28 m
and L = 1.0 m. Using these numbers we calculate d @
1.9 mm, which corresponds to a grating with a spacing of @ 5.3 3 102 lines/mm, very close to the value
claimed for this grating (13,500 lines/in @ 532 lines/
mm). We suggest carrying out even more complex
experiments in which several different gratings are superimposed in order to simulate crystal structures that
are different from the simple cubic arrangement considered here. After a number of such complex layouts
have been studied, an “unknown” lattice structure
could be identified from a pattern database as is done
in actual x-ray diffraction experiments.

Conclusions
The experiments described in this paper can be
used to verify the theory of light diffraction by a grating. In the Laue diffraction pattern, the bright spots
surrounding the central maximum are located approximately on a square lattice.6 It is possible to show that
in the associated Debye-Scherrer diffraction scheme,
the ratio of the radii of the first two rings is very close
to 2 (see also Fig. 7). Moreover, it is possible to deThe Physics Teacher ◆ Vol. 46, February 2008
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